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摘要

渗氢后，氢含量约为 220μgig 左右的 Zr-4 、 Zr-2 管和奋斗板，

在周向张应力为 70-180 MPa (Zr 管)或张应力为 55 ---180 MPa

(Zr-4 板)作用下，在 150--. 400'C温度区间进行循环，研究了应力和

温度循环次数对氢化物再取向程度的影响。随着应力增大和温度锚

环次数增加，氢化物再取向程度也增大，但是氢化物发生再取向存在

应力闽值.应力闽值与温度循环次数有关，当张应力低于应力阎值

时，氢化物应力再取向书凋显z 当应力大于应力阁值时，氢化物应力

再取向程度随着与应力、温度循环次数增加而增大。奋斗管中氢化物

发生再取向时，首先从管壁外表面开始，逐渐向内推进，这可能与内、

外表面织构不同有关.织构不仅对应为闽值有影响，而且也影响B

值，因此控制织构仍可以制纠氢化物发生应力再取向.



A STUDY OF STRESS REORIENTATION

OF HYDRIDES IN ZIRCALOY

Jiang V，侃rong zhou Bangxin
<NUCLEAR POWER INSTITUTE OF CHINA , CHENGDU)

ABSTRACT

Under the c佣ditions of circumferential tensile str部 from 70 to 180 MPa f，时

Zircaloy tubes or the tensile stress from 55 to 180 MPa for Zircaloy-4 plates and

temperature cycling between 150 and 400'C , the effects of stress and the nwnber of

temperature cycling on hydride r回，rientation in Zirealoy斗 tubes and plates and

Zircaloy-2 tubes containing about 220 昭/g hydrogen have been inv，臼tigated. With

the increase of stress andlor the number of temperature cycling , the level of hydride

reorientation increa曾s. When hydride reorientation takes rlace , there is a threshold

stress concerned with the number of 阳nperature cycling. Below the threshold

stress , hydride r四，rientation is not obvious. When applied stress is higher than the

thr臼hold stre蹈. the level of hydride reorientation increases with thp.

increase of stress and the number of t四lperature cycling. H)'dride reorientation in

Zircaloy-4 tubes develops gradually from the outer surface to inner surface. It might

be related to the difference of texture between∞ter surface and inner surfa四. The

threshold stress is affected by both the te~ture and the value of B. SO controlling

texture could still restrict hydride reorientation under ten3ile stl1四.
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INTRODUCTION

In nuclear reactor Zircaloys have been used for fuel claddi啤 in con:.缸t with

hot water or 51但m. and the claddi吨 absorbs some of hydr鸣~ prod四tel by the

cladding C(町由ωd田inc the reactor饵始ration. 白le pre蟹配eof hy，曲唱~mexl饵蟹

。，f terminal solubilityωn result in severe embrittlement d，黯 to the precil元tation of

zirconium hydrides. 笛peciaUy in the ndia1 direction. Hy曲诅.eon四tation could be

controlled by texture be臼use there is a habit plane during the hydride pr配ipitat

inc. but hydride reorientation perpmdicular to tl回回Ie stress could take place. This
is a matter of greater cor阳n because of the presence of stress in the f叫 cladding

and grid 5归cer of Zircaloy-4 plate d四 to different texture and texture coefficient in

different dirl配tion during the latter stage of r国ctor 叫到!ration. It will bee田ne more

important with the increa曾 of discharge burn-up. SO it 臼 n配essary to inv.副igate

the effects of stress and the number of temperature cycling on reorientati佣 of hy

dride in Zircaloy. and the experimental results could be referred in the design and

呵leration of nuclear reactors.

1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

After being polished chemically in the solution of 10%HF. 45%HN03• and

45%"zO. annealed Zircaloy-2. Zircaloy-4 tubes and Zircaloy-4 plates were auto
c1aved at 360 "C water containing 1 mol/L LiO" in order to absorb hydrogen about

220 吨Ig. which was estimated by comparison with standard atlas[l]. For Zircaloy

tubes. under a constant cirrumferential stress. which of the Zircaloy-4 were mea

sured at r∞m temperature by stress-strain gauge under different loads. produced by

vertically pressing down graphite powder fulled in Zircaloy tube. For Zircaloy-4

plates. under different stresses produced by pulling specimen with a taper shape in

gauge length. which gave different sizes of 回ction. Under a load tt>mperature cy

clings between 150"C and 400'C were carried out for hydride rωrientation bec.-ause

the range of temperature is r∞ghly equal to that of fuel cladding in nuclear reactor.

The terminal solubility of hydrogen in Zircaloy is about 200μgig at 400'C .and on

Iyabout 5μgig at 150·C[Z]. During temperature cycling the hydrides dissolve and

precipitate alternately that can sufficiently show the relationship of hydride reorien

tation. A parameter. 145 •which is the fraction of hydride p!atelets orientated within

450 to the reference direction. is used to describe the level of hydride reorientation

and was measured by image instrument[3] after the specimens were poEshed and
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rIC. 1 The.曲也lUhip betweea bel ad the c:ireumferea创aua. of Zirt曲)1- 4 tube

2- 1 TIle eire皿lifer回也......el ZIr创句阳"

The cireumfer四，tialst帽...<iZirca均 -4 tube 田iderdiffer四.t bds are shown

恒 Fig. 1. 白Ie stress at 由eu阴阳 part is higher than 由at at the lower pert of
ZirI:aIoy-4 tube. but the difference is DOt large. the average of me翻回叫，er differ
eat loads are u the followina I ω. 621mm th烛nesa 0{ ZircaIoy-4 tube)

...ωI 1500 I l toO I 1500 I -
由圃_ (1lII'a) ~ 70 I n I 115 I ω

In Zircaloy-2. the relationship betw剧由e c:ircumf町回tisl 阳帽 and bel is

pv四.. followas
~. - 2.815 X P/(3.14 X r') - 7.14

w恼eP(N)is 阳d. r <IDJD) is ndius.ηIe circumfer回归I stfell ia coneemed wi由

load. radius and thickneu of tube. but not with elasticity. The streA mlωtbek叩t

aωataRt under a een.in bid during teJDpenlt田'e cycling betw髓ft 150"C and
400"C.
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a. 句. . :rnm with O. 6 I\lm thickn~四 b. 句:leC1附1\ with Z. 3 mm thick时'

Fig. 2 Th~ (0002) 阳~ figur~ of Zircaloy-4 plates

IA

A

8. ZircaloY-4 l'"hto b. Zircaloy-2 luhto('J
Fi~. 3 The (0002) pole figure of ZircaloY-4 and Zircaloy-2 fube5

Z. Z Textures or Zirca'oy-:! , Zircaloy-4 lube and Zircaloy-4 plate

Density of (0002) 阳Ie in the direction normal to rolling (RD) in specimen

with 0.6 mm thickness is stronger than that in the rolling direction (Fig. 2). Hy

drides in the specimen reori t>ntate easily under tensile stress applied normal to the

rolling direction. The highest pole density of (0002) in Zircaloy··4 tube 1饵ates at

the center of (0002) 归，Ie figure in Fig. 3. Hydride in the Zircaloy-4 tube orientates

in the circumferential direction , and it is not easy for hydride reorientation under

5
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the cittum(oerential tensile str四. 1'he highest ::ole density of (ω02) in Zircaloy-2

tube deviates 30· from th~ cen协r towards t l1U1SVersal direction. i. e. the pole曲回ty

of tangential direction in the Zircaloy-2 tube is strong町 than that in the Zircaloy-4

tube. Hydr诅es in tube with such text町曹由ientate 臼sily in d瞻 radial direction and

自由陡ntate under the cittu .u，町ent凶白白S.

1.3 m配t .r stress aDd Ie田.....l lIft CYCI画IS - .J'曲ide ~-inta'" ..
zir帽10J lubes

Hydrides precipitate∞ cenain planes (habit plane) in Cl-Zr.the habit plane for

Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 is {I017}. A large volume incl'回se 04"'-17%) 时curs

when Cl-Zr 后 trans(，臼med into hydride.so hydride precipitates easily in the die配tion

normal to the tensile stress and parallel to the compressive st.ess. i. e. hydride reori

entation takes place under stress.

4‘. for Zircaloy·Z tubn,
XO e:.口. for Zircaloy-4 t巾.
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Fig. 4 The felation l\hip among the vall:e of los. the tenl\ile lItra'\ and the number of tempera
ture cycling in Zircaloy tUbell

The level of hydride reorientation increases with the increase of stre皿 or the

number of tempelat~re cycling (Fig. 4). When the hydride reorientation takes

place. there is a threshold stress (，，~) which is concerned with the number of tem

perature cycling. Under the same stress. hydride reorientation in Zircaloy-2 tube is

easip.r than that in Zircaloy-4 tube due to the different texture.

Hydride parallel to the tensile stress dissolves preferentially with the increase

of temperature. and precipitates preferentially in the direction normal to the tensile

stress with the decrease of temperature. The presence of hydrides has the promlr

tive effects on hydride nucleation or growth(s.eJ. SO the level of hydride reorienta

tion increases with the increase of number of temperature cyclings under a certain

stre目 level.
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With tM same numbe置 of tem阳ature cycling. the value of f 45 incrnses with

tensile stress level. in fact. the numb宵 of hydrid白 precipitating阳rall~lly to the n

dial direction mere描臼.n幢幢llIe of f cs increases with the number of t~."'lI)eratUft'

cycling und~r the sam~ str臼s. &Iow the stress level of 70 MPa in Zirealoy-4 tube.

hy曲诅.~ reonmtatioo is D<拢。bVQ路 ~ven if the number of tml~ntur~cycling m

四四蟹s. It ill四rates that there is a threshold stress when hydride reorientation

takes PI配e.

Hydrid~ distributions in se~ral experim四tal coomtions are shown in Fig. 5.

There are a lot of hydrid回 reori~ntated to form ra也I distribution in Zircaloy-Z

tube. Hydrides in Zircaloy-4 tubr reorientate not simultan'ωusly along the radial di

F配tion. it takes place gradually from the ωter surface of tube to the inner surface

with the increase of stress or the number of tem~rature cycling.and there is an ob

VIωs demarcation between reorientated hydrides and unreorientated on白. This

phenomenon has not been reported in literature(7]. Althωgh hydride distribution is

affected by many facton(町. the phen创nenon might be related to the difference of

texture in outer surface andlor the different state of stress. Hydride reorientated in

the radial direction at theωter surface has the promotive effects on hydride nucle
ation in this direction(']. SO hydride reorientation takes place gradually from the

outer surface of tube to the inner surface.

With the increase of stress i..ld the number of temperature cycling. hydride re

orientation could take place in whole section of Zircaloy-4 tube. but the value of Ics
is smaller than 1. ∞ly o. 50. This might be related to textu陀. If the (OOOZ) pole

is nearly parallel to the radial direction of tube , it is not easy for hydride to dis
tribute and to reorientate in the radial direction. SO controlling texture 臼 still effec

tive on controlling hydride reorientation under stress.
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Zirc:\loy-~ IU~ aftrr I..mprratu rt" c.-din!! Ztim.." und..1 Ih.. 叫r..自

。f H5 ~tPa (..) and g tim~" "n.t町 Ih.. "Ir..措。f H6 :\!Pa If)

Fig. 5 Di"tri lJution‘ of hydri(1t、、 in Zi~calny lUbe" at \°ilriou" condlcions

Z.~ 日『时t or stress and temperature cyclings on hydride reorientation in

Zircaloy-~ plat臼

For ZircaloY-4 plates the level of hydride reorientation increases with the in

erea忧。f stress or the number of tern阿ratme eydir.g (Fig. 们. When hydride reori

entati0n takes place. there is a threshold srrt' ;S ((1,,) which decrea坦s with increasing

tlv- numher of temperature cydin~. the rdationship can be shown empirically as fol

low:;:

(1.二 σ() ) 1/)(' (])

whereσn (:\IPa) is a [hreshold st阳市 with" times temperature cycling.σI (MPa)

is a threshold stress when /I equals to 1. C is a constant concerned with material

characteristics (e. g. texture) and the experimental conditions.
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Fig_ 6 The relationllhip among the value of 儿. the tenllile lIuns and t~ number of tem~ra

ture c:ycling in Zirc:aIoY'4 platell

In Fig. 7. lItraight linel! inter附t with longitudinal c，∞rdinate. and the inter附tion is the

threllhold lItre.~lI when n is infinite. For Zirc:aIoY-4 plate (0.6 mm thick> , it 臼 90 MPa and 110

MPa respectively when the tenllile lItrell.~ is normal to and parallel to the rollir.g directi.m. For

Zirc:aloy-4 ;.Jlate (2.3 mm thick>. it ill 115 MPa when the tenllile 就陪""~ is perallel to the direc

ti回. When the applied lIt rell.~ illlower than above-mentioned val四. hydride reorientation i. not

obvi例5 even if the number of tem"wnure cycling inerea眩:，. When n i. • certain constant. the

level of hydride reorientation inCrellllell rapidly with tenllile lItrell.~ more than the thrnhold str臼'

{ψ. Hydride dilluibmi帽1I in different experimentlll conditionll are lIhown in Fig. 8. There are

more hydridell reorientated normally to tenllile lItrellll in Zircaloy-4 plate (0.6 mm thicknω川
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with increasing the tensile stre岱 and the number of temperature cycling.

:::l
o O. 6 mm thickn础. tensile stru~ normal to

the rolling direction

• O. 6 !T.m thickn酶. tensile stre，皿 panllel to

the rolling direction

A 2.3 mm thickness. tensile str四 parallel to

the rolling direction

Fig. 7 The relationship between the threshold stress of hydride reorientation and the number

of tempt:rature cycling in Zircaloy-4 plates

吹号便步?您
-，.膏、、'但曲曲，、~lr 二 、-

?电ι异弄干3古之专T
F?;.·:"芳... ~西h，........句#F

ξ主￡乏t是嬉
干 ，?气Jt町rζ， ?ι~京吉

.71马二二;~;itA.♂、
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、 -L爵士;JA兰兰二:EZ

a. temperature cycling 2 tiηes under the stre ll.~ or b. temperature cycling 2 times under the streu of

80 MPa 168 MPa
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c. t~m~ra l\..~ cycling 8 lim~5 und~r lh~ 51r~四 of d. I凹npt'ralu~ cycling 8 limN und..r lh~ Slress of
80 MOa ~S6 MPa

Th~ dirKtion of appli..d sl~皿-

Fig. 8 Distributions of hydrides in Zircaloy-4 plate at different conditions under tensile stress

normalto the rolling direction

3 DISCUSSION

£l1s(9] used the stress orientating mechanism of the precipitation of Fel6NZ in

iron derived by J. C. M. Li. and obtained the relationship between the level of hy

dride reorientation and tensile stress;

尺. = Roexp[Bσ] (2)

where Ro and R. are the level of hydride orientation in the original 3tate and hydride

reorientation under strt'ss respectively , R = 儿/ (I - 18) , B is a constant related to

materia l. Marshall[lo] and Louthan￥II] data were explained with Eg. (2) ,

Hardie￥12] data satisfied Eg. (2) t∞. But Eg. (2) does not include a threshold

stress which does exsist during hydride reorientation as showing both in OLJr experi

mental data and Stehle￥13] ~ata. According to the data obtained in present work ,
the relationship among the level of hydride reorientation , tllt: number of tempera

ture cycling and the threshold stress is given empirically as follows:

Re=Roexp[BFti(σ- (1~) ] (3)

where B is a constant concerned with makrial and experimental conditions. The

Eq. (己) is true under the prerequist t' conditions· applied stress must be between σn

and 饨. z (ar.z means yield strength at the highest temperature during temperature

cycling) and most of hydrides dissolvt. at the highest temperature and precipitate at

12



the lowest temperature. 0田 experimentaland Steh怡、 data were fitted r也，pectively

with Eq. (2) and (3) (Table 1 and 2). From Table 2 it is seen that deviations of

B are very small which α>rres阳nd to definiting B as a constant. Interrelation coe£fi
cients are large. Deviations of 1.5 are small and calculated thrt"~old str臼ses are cor

r四pond to ones measured from the experimtntal curv臼 Gn the range of experimen

tal errorE']). SO Eq. (3) is better to describe the relationship among hydride rlωra

entation. tensile stress and the number of temperature cycling.

B and threshold stress (σ'~) are two imprc dnt parameters to describe the level

of hydride reorientation. Because hydrides in Zircaloy-4 almost pr配ipitate on

(l017)habit plane , if the smaller is the angle between tensile stress and the pole of

(0002). the easier develops hydride reorientation and the lower is the threshold. th晤

difficulty of hydride reorientation has close relationship with the direction of tensile

stress and poie of (0002). Threshold stress with tensile stre臼 parrallel to the rolling

direction is lower and the value of B is higher than that with tensile stress normal to

it. because c倪fficient of texture is different in the direction of tensile stress. Hardie

reponed that hydride distrubition before reorientation only affected on the thresh

old stress. did not on the value of B. Our results show that the larger the value of

Ro is. the larger t he value of .11 is.

Table. 1 Result of lilting the experimental d.ta 8eωrdlng to R. =凡 exp[BI1]

Serial Direclion The number of Inlerrelation Deviation
number of 。f applied temperaturf' ，ι BX 10-' coeHidf'n1 of III

Nmple ,.ress cyclin, 。f InR.-.,

32 2 0.1308 7.23 0.8808 0.0211
36 normall。 4 0.1113 14.47 。.9562 0.0298
33 RD' 8 0.1510 12.85 0.8518 0.0537--
45 0.0697 4. 12 0.5515 0.0177
40 2 0.0635 4.83 0.7984 0.0110
43 parallf'llo 4 0.0585 !1.l 4 0.9290 0.0128
46 RD' 8 0.0656 10.52 。.9147 0.0150
41 Hi 0.1021 13.71 0.9301 0.0267
56 2 0.0455 7.60 0.7261 0.0134
51 parallello 4 0.0434 10.16 0.8419 0.0146
SS RO" s 0.0567 3.98 0.7762 0.007S
58 16 0.0468 9.60 。.8728 0.0149

Ref. [13J 0.1765 !9.15 0.8384 0.5433

note,. Zircaloy-4 (0.6 mm Ihickneu). • • Zircaloy-4 (2.3 mm thick lH咽〉

13



TaMc. 2 Result or rlttlDl tile cxpcrilDeaω 也ta auenll鸣"儿... R.， exp[B..叫， -4月

Serial Direction The number of BXI0- 1 Interrelation De词ation ThrahoIcI
num!)u of of applied temperat~ R. coefficient of f.. au哩·

.mPIC 回回国 cydi唱 B Deviation oI W也-. .~(MPa)

32 2 0.1308 。.9601 0.0134 123
36 '笛霄国Ito 4 0.1113 12.80 0.14 。.9980 。.∞66 114
33 RD' s 。.1510 。.9900 。.0183 III
45 1 。.0691 。.9621 。.0096 162
40 2 。.0635 。.9370 O.∞14 146
43 parallel to 4 。.0585 8.24 。.11 。.9984 O. ∞21 114
46 RD' s 。.0656 0.9884 O. ∞68 116
41 16 0.1021 。.9650 0.0142 101
56 2 。.0455 。.9614 0.0017 146
51 parallel to 4 0.0434 0.9438 0.0106 1%3
55 RD" s 。.05E1 10.08 1.51 。.9649 O. ∞42 119
58 16 0.065 0.9798 0.0013 117

Ref. [13] 。.1165 80.40 。.9622 。.0199 lOS
note , • Zin:a1oy-4 (0.6 mm tb ic:kn四) • •• Zirc:aloy-4 (2. 3 mm thickn回〉

Hydrides parallel to the tensile stress dissolve preferentially with temperature

increasing and precipitate preferentially in the direction normal to the tensile stress

with temperature decreasing. The presence of hydrides has the promotive effects on

hydride nucleation or growth[5]. SO hydride reorientates easily with the increase of

temperature cyclings under a certain stress level. If tensile stress is applied only

when temperature decrease during temperature cycling. the level of hydride reorien

tation decreases obviously. 仙lly when hydride dissolved at high temperature the

hydride reorientation is possible[IO] in its precipitattion process. The larger the dif··

ference in solubility of hydrogen during temperature cyclings is. the easier hydride

reorientation is. When hydrides dissolve completely and no residual hydrides at the

highest temperature during temperature cycling which do not have the promotive

effects on hydride nucleation or growth【1日. the level of hydride reorientation de

creases too.

If grain size is smaller , the probability of habit plane distribites in the favorable

direction is larger , it is easier for hydride reorientation. T∞ fast c∞ling is not favor

able for hydride reorientation because of p∞r stress induced effect of hydirde nucle

ation and growth.

4 CONCLUSIONS

( 1) When hydridp. reorientation takes place. there is a threshold stress (σJ

which decreases with the increase of the number of temperature cycling as follows:

σ" -叫一(l一 l!n)C

Hydride reorientation is not obvious below the threshold stress.

(2) When 理pplied stress is higher than threshold stress.the level of hydride re

14



orientation varies with stress and the number of temperature cycling as follows:

凡=凡exp[B • n1/3 (σ 一 ι)J

where B is 8 constant concerned with material and experimental conditions. B is

10-Z MPa- 1 in the order of magnitude under our experimental conditions.

(3) Hydride reorientation is ∞ncemed with texture ,grain size ,dir配tion of 8~

plied stress , range of temperature cycling and c∞ling rate.

(4) Under the 回me condition hydride reorientation in Zircaloy-2 tube is 四Sl町

than that in Zircaloy-4 tube due to the difference of texture in two kinds of tubes.

(5) Hydride r，ωrientation in Zircaloy-4 tube takes place at the∞ter surface at

first and then gradually to the inner surface , It might be related to the difference of

the texture in outer surface and lor the different state of stress.

( 6) After hydride reorientation takes place in whole se配ction of Zircaloy-

t阳ube ， not all hyμdride臼s change from tangential to radial distribution. SO controlling

texture is 3till effective on controlling hydride reorientation under stress.
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